Background (1/3) Background (1/3)
• • In the ICES2006 paper, we
In the ICES2006 paper, we described described three layered control three layered control software software for a Control for a Control Computer System (CCS) of the Computer System (CCS) of the CEEF to back up the habitation CEEF to back up the habitation experiments. experiments.
• • In the ICES2007 paper, we
In the ICES2007 paper, we showed the development of an showed the development of an Advanced Life Support systems Advanced Life Support systems scheduler (ALS scheduler) scheduler (ALS scheduler) on on one of three layers, and one of three layers, and discussed the development of discussed the development of a a scheduling algorithm that does scheduling algorithm that does not exponentially increase the not exponentially increase the complexity complexity of the ALS of the ALS scheduler. scheduler. • • In the ICES2007 paper, we showed that the scheduling problem of
In the ICES2007 paper, we showed that the scheduling problem of the ALS system is decomposable into partial problems so that the the ALS system is decomposable into partial problems so that the Lagrangian Lagrangian decomposition and coordination (LDC) decomposition and coordination (LDC) method is method is applicable. applicable.
• • Later research revealed that when comparing solutions obtained b
Later research revealed that when comparing solutions obtained by y the LDC method and by a skilled operator, the LDC method and by a skilled operator, the schedule desired by the schedule desired by the skilled operator has different features from those of a sche the skilled operator has different features from those of a schedule dule determined by the LDC method determined by the LDC method. 
Background (3/3) Background (3/3)
• • In practice, an industrial system has some cases in which
In practice, an industrial system has some cases in which a skilled a skilled operator can create a favorable schedule in a short time by appl operator can create a favorable schedule in a short time by applying ying the empirical knowledge the empirical knowledge. .
• • Dispatching rules
Dispatching rules, each of which is an empirical solving method in , each of which is an empirical solving method in scheduling, have thus far been used the most. However, the scheduling, have thus far been used the most. However, the dispatching rules have a disadvantage that when the rule changes dispatching rules have a disadvantage that when the rule changes, , a a rule prepared in advance cannot manage the scheduling well, and rule prepared in advance cannot manage the scheduling well, and the the rule has difficulty with extracting and maintaining knowledge rule has difficulty with extracting and maintaining knowledge. .
Given advances in computer performance advances in computer performance, solution methods came , solution methods came into use, each solving a scheduling problem as a large scale into use, each solving a scheduling problem as a large scale combination problem using an combination problem using an optimization method optimization method. .
Objective Objective
This research aimed at creating a schedule such as one created b This research aimed at creating a schedule such as one created by a y a skilled operator, while reducing complexity by integrating skilled operator, while reducing complexity by integrating empirical knowledge to indices and processes for decision empirical knowledge to indices and processes for decision--making making in the in the Lagrangian Lagrangian decomposition and coordination (LDC) method. decomposition and coordination (LDC) method.
Integrating empirical knowledge to
Integrating empirical knowledge to scheduling (1/2) scheduling (1/2)
• • Here are some examples of integrating empirical knowledge to Here are some examples of integrating empirical knowledge to scheduling. scheduling.
--A case where the generation process of a schedule is represented A case where the generation process of a schedule is represented in in a tree form a tree form, , and a decision and a decision--making process in which a schedule creator decides by trial and making process in which a schedule creator decides by trial and error is represented in error is represented in a frame system a frame system. .
--The case of a rule
The case of a rule--based system where expert knowledge of the decision based system where expert knowledge of the decision--making for schedule creation is represented in making for schedule creation is represented in if if--then form then form; and a case of ; and a case of another rule another rule--based system where procedures experts use for problem solving based system where procedures experts use for problem solving are put into are put into a flowchart a flowchart, and the information is represented in , and the information is represented in if if--then form then form. .
--In addition, there is
In addition, there is a list scheduling a list scheduling in which the priority of jobs is given. in which the priority of jobs is given.
• • Where empirical knowledge is integrated into a railway operation Where empirical knowledge is integrated into a railway operation system, a heuristic, in which system, a heuristic, in which an AI an AI--based approach and an based approach and an optimization method are combined optimization method are combined, substitutes for experiences and , substitutes for experiences and divination that are difficult to formulate. divination that are difficult to formulate.
--This heuristic is a mass of experience created by interviewing e This heuristic is a mass of experience created by interviewing experts. xperts.
Integrating empirical knowledge to
Integrating empirical knowledge to scheduling (2/2) scheduling (2/2)
• • This research considers an integration method, in which empirica This research considers an integration method, in which empirical l knowledge is integrated to the LDC method, as follows. knowledge is integrated to the LDC method, as follows.
--In the formulation of a combination problem, In the formulation of a combination problem, decision decision--making indices making indices, , corresponding to an evaluation function and a constraint conditi corresponding to an evaluation function and a constraint condition, and on, and a a decision decision--making process making process, corresponding to a search, are of importance. , corresponding to a search, are of importance.
--This formulation aims at setting the schedule creator
This formulation aims at setting the schedule creator' 's intention to s intention to the the evaluation function and the constraint condition evaluation function and the constraint condition, and integrating the schedule , and integrating the schedule creator creator' 's intention into s intention into the process of decision making the process of decision making so that a solution is so that a solution is effectively discovered reducing extra search. effectively discovered reducing extra search. Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7 J 2 CEEF gas circulation system CEEF gas circulation system to produce their own food. They sleep They sleep from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m., and their metabolism is two , and their metabolism is two--thirds thirds that of normal activity during this time. that of normal activity during this time.
Eco Eco--Nauts Nauts Here, comparison of (s) with (sd) examines the integration of empirical knowledge into decision-making indices, and comparison of (sd) with (sd)* examines the integration of empirical knowledge in the decision-making process. It is inferred that terms to be used for the generation of a schedule similar to terms to be used for the generation of a schedule similar to one by a skilled operator are switching cost and deviation. one by a skilled operator are switching cost and deviation.
Results, Results, Gantt charts of O Gantt charts of O 2 2 separator separator
TIME[h] l [-] l(s) l(sd) l(sd)* l(h)
• • Integration of Empirical Knowledge into Decision
Integration of Empirical Knowledge into Decision--making Process making Process --For the values of the For the values of the Lagrangian Lagrangian function, performance in the case where function, performance in the case where empirical knowledge is integrated was empirical knowledge is integrated was slightly increased compared with the slightly increased compared with the case where it is not case where it is not. However, pronounced superiority was not confirmed.
. However, pronounced superiority was not confirmed. This is probably because the present examples are those of compe This is probably because the present examples are those of competition for tition for only four jobs. only four jobs. --Difference in the performance most likely becomes noticeable whe Difference in the performance most likely becomes noticeable when the n the problem becomes large problem becomes large--scale. For such a problem, further study is necessary.
scale. For such a problem, further study is necessary.
